Abstract-Capturing live motion has gained considerable attention in computer animation as an important motion generation technique. Canned motion data comprise both position and orientation components. Although a great deal of signal processing methods are available for manipulating position data, the majority of these methods cannot be generalized easily to orientation data due to the inherent non-linearity of the orientation space. In this paper, we present a new scheme that enables us to apply a filter mask (or a convolution filter) to orientation data. The key idea is to transform the orientation data into their analogues in a vector space, to apply a filter mask on them, and then to transform the results back to the orientation space. This scheme gives time-domain filters for orientation data that are computationally efficient and satisfy such important properties as coordinate-invariance, time-invariance, and symmetry. Experimental results indicate that our scheme is useful for various purposes including smoothing and sharpening.
I. INTRODUCTION
Achieving realistic motions is a fundamental issue in computer animation. Capturing live motion has gained considerable attention as a promising motion generation techniques. The proliferation of highly detailed motion data has stimulated the development of tools to edit canned motion data which include both position and orientation components. A significant body of research is available for processing position data, but research on orientation data has recently been emerging. In particular, we note the efforts to generalize conventional signal processing and geometric techniques to manipulate orientation data [1] , [2] , [3] , [5] , [9] , [10] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [22] , [24] , [25] , [26] .
LTI (Linear Time-Invariant) filtering, which is equivalent to convolution filtering, is a fundamental technique in modern signal processing and has been used over a wide range of signal processing applications that include time-and space-domain filtering, approximating frequency-domain filtering, and multiresolution analysis [7] , [11] , [12] , [21] . Given a vector-valued signal p i ∈ R 3 and a filter mask (a −k , · · · , a 0 , · · · , a k ), LTI filtering is to sum the products between the mask coefficients and the sample values under the mask at a specific position on the signal. The i-th filter response is
A variety of methods have been investigated to apply a filter mask to orientation signals; however, many of those methods suffer from the lack of such important filter properties as coordinate-invariance, time-invariance, and symmetry. Our goal is to find a better analogue of Equation (1) , that is, a coordinate-invariant, time-invariant, and symmetric filter for orientation signals. We expect our orientation filter to be efficient as well. We do not focus on designing a specific filter but propose a general scheme applicable to a large class of filter masks. Our interest lies in affine-invariant filter masks of which coefficients are summed up to one due to their wide applicability.
In this paper, we represent 3-dimensional orientations by unit quaternions. However, our theory can be applied not only to unit quaternions but also to any orientation representation that form a Lie group [4] . Unit quaternions as well as rotation matrices form a Lie group, for which exponential and logarithmic maps are defined.
In the following section, we review previous approaches that have motivated our work. In Section III, we give a brief introduction to LTI filters and orientation representation. In Section IV, we present our filtering scheme in detail. Examples of orientation filters are given in Section V. In Section VI, we discuss detailed implementation issues and illustrate relevant experimental results. In Section VII, we discuss previous approaches in comparison to our filter design scheme. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VIII.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we discuss previous approaches to draw the requirements of quaternion filters. The difficulty of filtering unit quaternion data stems from the non-linear nature of the unit quaternion space. Since the unit quaternion space is not closed under addition and scalar multiplication, the weighted sum of unit quaternion points is generally not a quaternion of unit length. One popular approach is to apply a mask to each component of unit quaternions separately and then to re-normalize the filter response to guarantee the unit magnitude [1] ; however, re-normalization can incur side effects such as singularity and unexpected distortion as discussed in Section VII-A.
Several methods employing exponential and logarithmic maps have been introduced to avoid re-normalization. One is to transform quaternion points to the tangent space through logarithmic mapping, to apply a filter to the points in the tangent space, and then to transform the results back through exponentiation [8] , [9] . Johnstone and Williams suggested a similar method that uses rational mapping between S 3 and R 3 [13] . The common idea behind these methods is to linearize the input signal by projecting unit quaternions into a vector space. However, it is well known that any global mapping between S 3 and R 3 has a singularity. The major drawback of these global linearization methods is that undesirable results are produced if the input signal is near to a singular point. Therefore, the filter response is dependent on the position in the reference frame. This observa- Fang et al. [5] suggested a local linearization method that is coordinate-invariant. They exploited spatial coherency to linearize the angular displacement between each pair of consecutive points in the signal. With this idea, they presented a three-step algorithm that first computes a sequence of angular displacements, then applies a filter to the sequence, and finally reconstructs a quaternion signal by integrating the filtered sequence of angular displacements. Even though coordinateinvariance is guaranteed by virtue of local linearization, the integration at the final step incurs a drifting problem; small changes of angular displacement vectors can result in large discrepancies at the end of the signal (Figure 1 ). This observation implies that local linearization is neither time-invariant nor symmetric.
Multi-linear methods based on slerp (spherical linear interpolation) are both coordinate-invariant and time-invariant [23] , [25] . A typical example is the construction of quaternion Bézier curves suggested by Shoemake [25] . A point on a Bézier curve is defined as an affine combination of its control points, which can be computed by a series of linear interpolation by the de Casteljau algorithm. Shoemake generalized the de Casteljau algorithm to compute an affine combination of unit quaternions by converting it into a series of slerp. However, most of the variants in this category are computationally less efficient than the aforementioned linearization methods which need to evaluate exponential and logarithmic maps once per each sample point.
A stream of research addressed the problem from the viewpoint of functional optimization. Lee and Shin [17] formulated rotation smoothing as a non-linear optimization problem and derived smoothing operators from a series of fairness functionals defined on orientation data. Hsieh et al. [10] , [15] presented a similar formulation for which the strain energy is minimized. They modified the traditional gradient-descent method to retain the unitariness of quaternions during optimization. The optimization approaches provide time-domain filters for smoothing orientation data. However, this idea is not based on filter masking and thus does not easily generalize to other types of filters.
Our goal is to develop a filtering scheme which is as efficient as the linearization methods and guarantees both coordinateand time-invariance. Our approach can be classified as a local linearization method in the sense that it transforms the orientation data into their analogues in a vector space, applies a filter mask on them, and then transforms the results back to the orientation space. Unlike Fang et al.'s method [5] , our filtering scheme has no drifting problem such as the one shown in Figure 1. 
III. PRELIMINARY

A. General Properties of LTI Filters
Applying filter masks to an input signal yields a class of timedomain filters. It is well known that those filters are both linear and time-invariant, and no others satisfy both of those properties [11] , [12] . Hence, a filter in that class is called an LTI (Linear, Time-Invariant) filter. Let F be a filter that maps a discrete signal in R d onto another in R d . The filter is linear if and only if
holds true for any given scalar values a and b, and vector-valued
The filter is time-invariant if its response does not depend on the time instance when the filter is applied. We can formulate this property more elegantly by introducing shift operator S l that translates the signal in the time domain by l steps:
Now, we can define the time-invariance as follows: The filter F is time-invariant if and only if F commutes with the shift operator, that is,
Another important property is symmetry. The filter F is symmetric if F commutes with mirror reflection operator R:
where R(p i ) = p −i . An LTI filter is symmetric if its mask coefficients are symmetric. Because asymmetric filters could shift the moments of a signal, symmetric filters are preferred in many cases [7] , [11] , [12] . Let Φ(p i ) = Ap i + b be an affine transformation where A is a 3 × 3 matrix and b is a vector from R 3 . If the sum of its mask coefficients is one, an LTI filter F is invariant under affine coordinate transformation, that is,
This equation implies that the filter response of F is independent of the choice of the coordinate system in which data points are represented. The affine coordinate transformation consists of translation, rotation, scaling, and shearing. Among them, only rotation is applicable to orientation data. Hence, in this paper, coordinate transformation means rotation and thus can be represented by a unit quaternion.
B. Orientation Representation
The four-dimensional space of quaternions is spanned by a real axis and three orthogonal imaginary axes, denoted byî,ĵ, andk, which obey Hamilton's ruleŝ
Clearly, quaternion multiplication is not commutative. Conventionally, we denote a quaternion q = w + xî + yĵ + zk by an ordered pair of a real number and a vector, q = (w, v) ∈ R×R 3 , where v = (x, y, z). Quaternions form a non-commutative group under multiplication with its identity 1 = (1, 0, 0, 0). The inverse of a quaternion q is q
. A quaternion of unit length is called a unit quaternion, which can be considered a point on the unit hyper-sphere S 3 . From the fundamental theorem presented by Euler, any orientation of a rigid body can be represented as a rotation about a fixed axisv by an angle θ ∈ [0, 2π), wherev is a 3-dimensional vector of unit length. Any rotation map R q ∈ SO(3) can be described by a unit quaternion q = (cos
Here, the vector p = (x, y, z) is interpreted as a purely imaginary quaternion (0, x, y, z). Note that R q = R −q ; that is, two antipodal points, q and −q represent the same rotation in SO(3). Therefore, the mapping between S 3 and SO (3) is twoto-one. Even with the two-to-one mapping, unit quaternions are used widely instead of rotation matrices in SO(3) for their compactness and computational efficiency.
The tangent vector at a point of a unit quaternion curve q(t) ∈ S 3 lies in the tangent space T q S 3 at the point. Multiplying the tangent vector by the inverse of the quaternion point, the tangent space can be brought to coincide with the one at the identity 1 = (1, 0, 0, 0). Any tangent vector at the identity is perpendicular to the real axis and thus must be a purely imaginary quaternion, which corresponds to a vector in R 3 . In physics terminology, the purely imaginary tangent is identical to the angular velocity ω(t) ∈ R 3 of q(t):
which is measured in the local coordinate frame specified by q(t). Here,
is an instantaneous axis of the rotation, and ω(t) is the rate of change of the rotation angle about the axis. Because the unit quaternion space is folded by the antipodal equivalence, the angular velocity measured in S 3 is twice as fast as the angular velocity measured in SO(3). The constant factor 1 2 in Equation (8) keeps consistency between the unit quaternion space and the rotation space.
One of the main connections between vectors and unit quaternions is the exponential and logarithmic mapping. Given a purely imaginary quaternion q = (0, v), quaternion exponentiation gives a quaternion of unit length which can be expressed in a closed-form.
For simplicity, we often denote exp(0, v) as exp(v). This map has a singular point and is not one-to-one at that point. To define its inverse function, we limit the domain such that v < π. Then, the exponential map becomes one-to-one and thus its inverse map log :
is well defined. Geometrically, exponentiation and logarithm give mappings between the tangent space T 1 S 3 ≡ R 3 at the identity and the unit quaternion space S 3 .
Fig. 2. The transformation between linear and angular signals
The slerp (spherical linear interpolation) introduced by Shoemake [25] parameterizes the points on a geodesic curve to compute the in-betweens of two given orientations q 1 and q 2 .
slerp t (q 1 , q 2 ) describes an angular motion on the geodesic between q 1 and q 2 as t changes uniformly from zero to one. This motion has constant angular velocity log(q
In that sense, the geodesic norm
is a natural distance metric in the unit quaternion space.
IV. TIME-DOMAIN FILTERS FOR ORIENTATION DATA
A. Key Idea
The ingredient of linearization is a transformation between the orientation space and a vector space that is used to project orientation data onto the vector space. To establish a relationship between a linear motion p(t) ∈ R 3 and an angular motion q(t) ∈ S 3 , suppose that the linear velocity of p(t) and the angular velocity of q(t) have the same value. Then, we can consider their common velocity profile ω(t) ∈ R 3 , which satisfies ω(t) =ṗ(t) = 1 2 q −1 (t)q(t) for any t. Note that both linear and angular velocities are measured in 3-dimensional vector spaces. If we integrate ω(t), the linear motion p(t) can be obtained as the solution of the differential equation ω(t) =ṗ(t) with the initial condition p(0) = p 0 . If we regard ω(t) as an angular velocity of a certain angular motion, then that motion q(t) can also be obtained from the differential equation ω(t) = 1 2 q −1 (t)q(t) with the initial condition q(0) = q 0 . This observation leads to a natural transformation between p(t) and q(t).
For a discrete velocity profile {ω j ∈ R 3 }, the discrete version of the differential equation ω(t) =ṗ(t) gives a solution in a simple summation form p i = p 0 + i−1 j=0 ω j , where ω j = p j+1 − p j . However, this kind of additive cumulation can be problematic for integrating unit quaternion data because of the unitariness constraint. Adding displacements to the unit quaternion data can result in deviation from the unit hypersphere S 3 . To avoid this problem, we employ exponential and logarithmic maps that give a "multiplicative" representation of angular displacements. Let {q i ∈ S 3 |i ≥ 0} be a unit quaternion signal that forms a piecewise slerp curve. Through a simple derivation, each point q i can be represented as a cumulation of displacements from a start point:
where ω j = log(q
Note that the angular displacement between two successive unit quaternions q j and q j+1 can be parameterized by a 3-dimensional vector ω j , which represents the angular velocity of the slerp motion that starts at q j toward q j+1 . Thus, we can reconstruct the original signal exactly from a start point q 0 and a sequence of angular displacement vectors (ω 0 , ω 1 , ω 2 , · · · ). It was proved that the multiplicative cumulation of angular displacements converges to the solution of the differential equation ω(t) = 1 2 q −1 (t)q(t) as the time step between successive sample points approaches zero [14] .
Given a discrete quaternion signal Q = {q i ∈ S 3 }, we define its vector counterpart P = {p i ∈ R 3 } in such a way that each linear displacement p i+1 − p i equals the corresponding angular displacement log(q
3 and q 0 ∈ R 3 be the start points of P and Q, respectively. Then, P and Q can be transformed to each other as follows (Figure 2 ):
With this transformation, the estimated velocity of the linear motion represented by P is identical to the estimated angular velocity of the angular motion represented by Q.
B. Filter Design
As given in Equation (1), let F be an affine-invariant filter of which coefficients are summed up to one:
where k m=−k a m = 1. If we apply F to the vector signal P , then each point is displaced by (F(p i ) − p i ), which is the filter gain of F. The key observation of our approach is that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between linear displacements (or linear velocity) and angular displacements (or angular velocity). We define the corresponding orientation filter H in such a way that it yields angular displacement log(q 
The unitariness of filter responses is guaranteed because the unit quaternion space is closed under the quaternion multiplication. Conceptually, our filtering scheme is to transform the input orientation signal Q to its analogue P in a vector space, to apply Fig. 3 . The conceptual view of filtering orientation data a mask to P in a normal way, and finally to generate a filter response through the inverse transformation ( Figure 3 ).
We can now expand and simplify Equation (16) step by step to reveal the algebraic and geometric structures of the filter. First, we need to show that our filter has a local support. The notion of local support is important in designing a filter that corresponds to a mask of finite size. Letting
In Equation (17), the angular displacement gained by H is described in terms of the masking operation over p i m , which can be computed from Equation (13) as follows:
Clearly, H(q i ) is locally supported by the neighboring points Further simplification of Equation (17) will give an efficient algorithm to evaluate filter responses. Letting ω i = log(q
where
Equation (19) lead to a filtering algorithm:
The most time-consuming operations in the algorithm are exponential and logarithmic maps that involve transcendence functions. Given n quaternion points, the second step of the algorithm computes logarithmic mapping n times if the input signal is cyclic, and n − 1 times if the input signal is noncyclic. The third step computes exponential mapping n times. Therefore, we need to compute a pair of exponential and logarithmic maps for each point in the algorithm.
C. Properties of Orientation Filters
As mentioned earlier, the exponential map exp(v) is defined for all v ∈ R 3 but its inverse, that is the logarithm, is not well defined at −I = (−1, 0, 0, 0). To evaluate ω i , we need to assume that the angle between any pair of consecutive points is smaller than π, that is, log(q −1 i q i+1 ) < π for all i. π in the unit quaternion space is equivalent to 2π in the orientation space, and thus our assumption does not create a problem in practice.
The orientation filter H inherits important properties from LTI filters. The first property that we will prove in this section is coordinate-invariance. Due to this property, our filter yields the same results independent of the coordinate system in which the orientation data are represented. The following proposition shows that H is invariant under both local and global coordinate transformations, that is, H(q i )b = H(q i b) and aH(q i ) = H(aq i ), respectively.
Proposition 1: H is coordinate-invariant, that is, aH(q i )b = H(aq i b) for any a and b ∈ S 3 .
Proof:
The first step of our proof is to show that
Similarly, we can show that log(b −1 qb) = b −1 log(q)b for any q and b ∈ S 3 . Then, we have
Since the support of H is finite, we can show that H is timeinvariant.
Proposition 2: H is time-invariant. Proof: Using Equation (19), we show that H commutes with S l for any l:
Now, we show that H is symmetric for any given symmetric coefficients.
Proposition 3: H is symmetric, if its coefficients are symmetric.
Proof: The proof will be complete if we show that H commutes with R. We first expand R • H using Equation (19) :
V. EXAMPLES
In this section, we provide examples of orientation filters that correspond to popular filter masks for smoothing and sharpening.
A. Smoothing
Our first example is a smoothing mask that is of practical use in signal processing. The smoothness measure p (t) 2 dt is minimized if the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation p (t) = 0 holds true [6] . The discrete version of the EulerLagrange equation, ∆ 4 p i = 0, is obtained by replacing differential operators with forward divided difference operators. It is well known that an iterative scheme using a local update rule
gradually adjusts the data points to approach the optimal solution. Here, λ is a damping factor that controls the rate of convergence. This update rule yields an affine-invariant mask ( , which is very popular in signal processing applications. The corresponding orientation filter can be derived from Equation (19) as follows:
B. Blurring
A more popular class of filters are derived from the binomial distribution [11] . Binomial coefficients give a low-pass filter that suppresses Gaussian noise and blurs the details of the signal. The coefficients of an odd-sized (2k + 1) binomial mask can be written:
For a large k, the binomial distribution closely approximates Gaussian distribution. Thus, binomial masks are often used for approximating the ideal Gaussian filter. In particular, the orientation filter which corresponds to B 5 = ( 
C. Sharpening
Our final example is a high-frequency boost filter. Sharpening has commonly been achieved through filter masking to reveal the detailed features of the signal more clearly [7] . Because the fine details of a signal are the primary contributors to the high-frequency components of a signal, high-frequency boosting sharpens the signal. The high-frequency components can be extracted by blurring the original signal and subtracting the blurred signal from the original one. The high-frequency components thus obtained are added to the original signal as follows:
If the binomial mask B 5 is used for blurring the original signal, then the coefficients ( 
that performs high-frequency boosting on orientation signals.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
A. Implementation Issues
There exists inherent ambiguity in a unit quaternion signal due to antipodal equivalence. Because any unit quaternion point and its antipode represent the same orientation, the signs of quaternion points in a captured signal are often chosen arbitrarily. However, filter responses are quite dependent on the signs, and thus they must be corrected consistently. We determine the sign of each point in the signal so that the point is placed near its adjacent neighbors. To do so, we first fix the sign of the first point q 0 and then replace q i with −q i sequentially for each i > 0, if the geodesic distance between q i−1 and q i is larger than π 2 . In general, the input signal is neither infinite nor periodic. The signal has boundary points, and the left boundary seldom has anything to do with the right boundary. A periodic extension can be expected to have a discontinuity. The natural way to avoid this discontinuity is to reflect the signal at its endpoints to seamlessly extend the signal. Let (q 0 , · · · , q n ) be a unit quaternion signal and ω i = log(q −1 i q i+1 ), 0 ≤ i < n, be the angular displacements of the signal. Then, the extension of the signal at both boundaries yields
B. Experimental Results
We first apply our orientation filter to synthetic motion data to visualize the effect of filtering as shown in Figure 4 . The initial orientation data (top left) are sampled uniformly from a quaternion spline curve, and random noises are added to the samples through multiplying each sample q i by the exponent e δi of a random 3D vector δ i < 0.2. The random perturbation makes each sample point displaced in a random direction up to 0.2 radians. We apply smoothing filter H S to the initial motion once We also apply filters to captured motion data. Our motion capture system (MotionStar, Ascension Technology) consists of a magnetic field transmitter and 14 trackers, each of which is attached to a body segment of a puppeteer and detects both position and orientation of the segment measured in the global coordinate system. We captured the stretching motion of a live athletic sampled at the rate of 30 frames per second. Figure 5(a) shows the quaternion signal for the left shoulder. the X-axis represents the frame numbers of the signal and the Y-axis represents the value of each component of unit quaternions. The magnitude of angular acceleration is plotted to show the noise in the captured signal ( Figure 5(b) ).
In Figures 5(c) and (e), smoothing filters H S and H B , respectively, were used to reduce the noise in the signal. Each filter was applied to the signal five times. The effect of smoothing is clearly shown in the corresponding magnitude plots of angular acceleration (Figures 5(d) and (f) ). On the contrary, the highfrequency boosting filter H U enhances the high-frequency components of the signal and thus the estimated angular acceleration vectors are magnified as expected (Figures 5(g) and (h) ).
VII. DISCUSSION
As mentioned earlier, several different methods for designing orientation filters are available. In this section, we compare our filter design scheme with those of others.
A. Re-normalization
In practice, the re-normalization method works well if the input signal is sufficiently dense. However, we have to deal with coarse signals in applications such as multiresolution analysis in which the input signal is filtered and down-sampled successively [3] , [19] , [20] . For example, if the average filter ( ) is applied to the signal that includes five consecutive sample points distributed evenly on a great arc, their average is zero and thus normalization is impossible ( Figure 6 ). In this case, the filter response should be identical to the original point under the mask, since the average filter does not alter a symmetric configuration. In our filter, angular displacement vectors to be blended are cancelled out by symmetry and, therefore, the correct result is produced.
B. Global vs. Local Linearization
The naive use of the exponential and logarithm maps can lead to a troublesome orientation filter
Because the logarithm of a unit quaternion is not well defined at −I = (−1, 0, 0, 0), the filterH is also undefined at that point. Furthermore,H(q i ) is not invariant even under constant rotation, and thus we can have quite different results for the change of the coordinate system in which the orientation data are represented. The main reason for these problems is that there is no globally non-singular mapping between S 3 and R 3 . Instead, we exploit a local linearization technique to avoid the singularity problem. The exponential and logarithmic maps provide a natural, non-singular parameterization for "small" angular displacements. Thus, the parameterization of angular displacements is singularity-free if the geodesic distance between each pair of successive points is less than π, that is, log(q −1 i q i+1 ) < π for all i. It should be noted that a 3-dimensional vector is an exact representation of the angular displacement, not an approximation.
C. Cumulative vs. Non-cumulative Linearization
Fang et al. [5] also employed the idea of the local parameterization to design an orientation filterH in which a given filter F is directly applied to a sequence of angular displacement vectors 
where ω j = log(q −1 j q j+1 ). However, this filter has drawbacks. To illustrate, consider the support of the filter. Since the responses of F are explicitly accumulated to produce the response ofH, the value ofH(q i ) is influenced by the non-local, asymmetric neighbors (q 0 , · · · , q i , · · · , q i+k ) of q i . Thus, small deviations in the support can be accumulated to yield larger discrepancies at the end of the signal as shown in Figure 1 . In our orientation filter,
so that we consider only the displacement (F(p i ) − p i ) gained by a given filter. Unlike the direct filter response F(p i ), this displacement is computed from a local neighborhood of q i without explicitly evaluating p i and F(p i ). Therefore, the deviation at a frame is not propagated to other frames and thus the filter responses are time-invariant.
D. Multi-linear Methods
As mentioned earlier, multi-linear methods guarantee all properties that we expect orientation filters to have. Multi-linear methods are coordinate-invariant because slerp is coordinateinvariant. Time-invariance and symmetry are also guaranteed for multi-linear methods that have a local support and a symmetric mask. However, their major drawback is that they are less efficient than linearization methods. The de Casteljau-like algorithm takes O(k 2 ) slerp for each point, where k is the size of filter mask. The most efficient version of multi-linear methods needs at least (k − 1) slerp computations for each point. This computation cost is much heavier than that of linearization methods which compute a pair of exponential and logarithmic maps for each point; note that the computation cost for slerp is equivalent to the cost for evaluating a pair of exponential and logarithmic maps. Instead, linearization methods require additional storage for keeping the results of transformation. Our algorithm requires O(n) space for storing a sequence of angular displacement vectors, where n is the number of input quaternion points.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Filter masking is a simple, powerful technique for digital signal processing. In this paper, we presented a novel scheme to design orientation filters that correspond to given filter masks. We showed that our orientation filters are computationally efficient and have such desirable properties as coordinate-invariance, time-invariance, and symmetry. We also provided examples that perform smoothing and sharpening on orientation data.
